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Figure 3.1 Time-series of typical seasonal temperature, xylem pressure (r=root pressure, s=stem 

pressure), ray starch content, xylem sap pH, and molecular weight of vessel-loaded sugars from 

theory of sap production and movement by a „whole tree‟. Time-series loosely based on data from the 

following sources: 

Seasonal temperature and ray starch content: Sauter, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1988, Améglio et al., 

2000, 2001, 2004; Decourteix et al., 2006; Bonhomme et al., 2010; Secchi and Zwieniecki, 

2016, 2011.  

Xylem hydrostatic pressure: Johnson et al., 1987; Johnson and Tyree, 1992; Améglio et al., 

2001, 2004; Sakr et al., 2003; Cirelli et al., 2008; Secchi and Zwieniecki, 2011, 2016; Secchi et 

al., 2017. 

Xylem sap pH: Hacke and Laur, 2016; Secchi and Zwieniecki, 2016; Stanfield et al., 2017. 

Molecular weight of vessel-loaded NSCs: Sauter, 1983, 1988; Sauter and Ambrosius, 1986; 

Améglio et al., 2004; Decourteix et al., 2006, 2008, Secchi and Zwieniecki, 2011, 2016. 



3.5 Hypothesis 2: Trees will have stem pressure, not just root pressure, only if pits 

do not occur (or pits are blind) between fibres and vessels. 



3.6 Support for Hypothesis 2 



3.6.1 Physical model of stem pressure 
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Figure 3.2 Freeze-thaw response in Acer when leafless. This figure is loosely based on ideas from Milburn and O‟Malley (1984) and includes 

blind fibre-vessel pits that restrict sucrose to vessel sap, identified by Cirelli et al. (2008). Red box during initial heat efflux highlights movement 

of liquid water via microcapillaries to crystallize as ice in fibre lumens. As heat efflux continues, and because of vessel sap freezing point 

depression, water moves from vessel sap to replenish water in microcapillaries. Subsequent root water uptake to vessel sap fuels continued ice 

growth and compresses gas in fibre lumens as freezing continues. Heat influx initiates thawing allowing for expansion of gas in fibre lumens and 

water movement back to vessels promoted by vessel sap osmotic potential to produces xylem pressure. 





3.6.2 Progression of the physical model after 1990 



3.6.3 Vitalistic model of stem pressure 
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Table 3.1. Solute perfusion and response (absorption or exudation) of sugar maple (Acer saccharum) 

stems to thawing; reproduced from (Johnson et al., 1987). Methods of  Marvin (1958) unknown, but 

perfusion experiments of Marvin (1958) and Johnson et al. (1987) yielded identical qualitative results 

(absorption or exudation). Sap flow specific volume reported by Johnson et al. (1987).  





















3.6.4 Incorporation of physical processes to the vitalistic model 

 

 



 





Figure 3.3  Potential pathways of water and sucrose in secondary xylem of Acer saccharum, 

reproduced from Cirelli et al. (2008)*. Abbreviations: V, vessel; ve, vessel element; R, ray; rp, ray 

parenchyma (only living cells); l-f, libriform fibers; f-t, fibre-tracheids. (a) Radial view of a stack of 

vessel-elements surrounded by fibers (l-f) and f-t and in contact with a ray. (b) Cross section of an 

arrangement analogous to (a) showing pit connections (P[type]) (where [hb] = half-bordered; [b] = 

bordered; [s] simple; and [sb] = simple blind); plasmodesmata connections (pd) between living ray 

parenchyma; and potential pathways of H2O (solid line arrows) and sucrose (dashed line arrows). 





Figure 3.4 Potential pathways of water and sucrose in secondary xylem of Betula papyrifera; inferred 

and modified from Cirelli et al. (2008). 

Figure 3.5 Hypothesized fluid and gas distribution in vessels and fibres of Betula papyrifera and 

freeze-thaw response when leafless, resulting from fibre-vessel pits. 



3.7 Hypothesis 3: Spring xylem movement of sugars to shoot apical meristems is 

mediated by long-distance signaling via source-sink gradients 



3.8 Support for Hypothesis 3 









Figure 3.6 Theoretical model of how seasonal bulk xylem pressure (stem and/or root pressure) in 

temperate broadleaf eudicot trees moves sucrose (green arrows) and water (blue arrows) to apical 

branches for starch synthesis prior to bud break; supported with molecular evidence from 

Arabidopsis reported by Ramon et al. (2008), Stitt et al. (2012), and Li and Sheen (2016). (i) High 

concentration of soluble sucrose in ray and axial parenchyma leads to efflux or loading (facilitated 

diffusion) of sucrose to vessels via ray parenchyma (rp), refilling xylem conduits (teal arrow) via root 

water uptake (blue two-tailed arrow). (ii) High concentration of vessel-loaded sucrose lowers water 

and osmotic potential, generating bulk xylem pressure and sap movement to apical branches. (iii) 

Unloading of vessel-loaded sucrose at apical branches is apoplastic via SUT (orange oval) sucrose 

symporters. Cytoplasmic sucrose (which can be transported symplastically via plasmodesmata) is 

cleaved by cytoplasmic invertase to glucose (Glc) and fructose (Frc) or hydrolyzed by sucrose 

synthase (SUS) to UDP-glucose and fructose. Apoplastic sucrose is also cleaved by cell wall invertase 

to produce glucose and fructose that enters the cytoplasm via HT hexose symporters (red oval). In 

the cytoplasm, UDP-glucose or glucose can be metabolized to hexose-phosphates to fuel starch 

synthesis or regulate other sugar signal networks. Brown lines represent stem of tree and cell wall 

lignin deposition, light green the cell membrane. 





Figure 3.7 Spatial gradient of increased water content, starch and soluble sugar concentrations to 

shoot apical meristems, as reported by Tixier et al. (2017) in Juglans regia.



Figure 3.8 Bulk movement of sugar (green arrows) and water (blue arrows) in xylem and phloem 

(blue two-tailed arrow indicates root water uptake) in spring versus summer. In spring, the 

functional state of xylem is bulk sugar transport, supported by phloem backflow reported by Tixier 

et al. (2017). The hypothesis here is that as summer begins, photosynthetic leaves become sources 

that signal functional state reversal of xylem to bulk water transport and phloem to bulk sugar 

transport. Thickness of arrows indicates concentration of sugars and volume of water during 

movement. 



3.9 Concluding Remarks 





Table 3.2. Hypotheses/predictions elucidated from theory of sap production and movement by a 

„whole tree‟. 
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Table 4.1. Number of cells in the width of multi-seriate rays, mean spring xylem sap sugar 

concentration (and standard error) of temperate Acer, Juglans and Betula.  

























Figure 4.1 Phylogenetic independent contrasts of spring xylem sap sugar concentration versus the 

number of cells in the width of multi-seriate rays. a) Branch lengths reflect seven gene regions 

available in GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) and fossil data, circles indicate node 

contrasts in the phylogeny of the pruned 100-bootstrapped tree. b) Regression of (n=10) contrasts 

identified in the phylogeny of the pruned tree (Xylem Sap Sugar Contrast = phylogenetic 

independent contrast of spring xylem sap sugar concentration; Ray Width Contrast = phylogenetic 

independent contrast of the number of cells in the width of multi-seriate rays) with regression line 

plotted. Axes scales derived from transformation of original tip data (spring xylem sap sugar 

concentration and the number of cells in the width of multi-seriate rays) into values that are 

independent and identically distributed.  
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Table 6.1. Spring xylem sap sugar content (species listed alphabetically and literature sources sorted 

from highest to lowest sap sugar content reported) of temperate Acer, Juglans, and Betula. Various 

analytical methods were used to measure sap sugar content.  
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